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VOL. VI in May. She will leave for the evening punch tinted green which will be taken by the cor-
nation procession.

Admires Tuffle's Work

At the annual meeting of the Michigan Academy of Science, Arts and Letters in Ann Arbor last month Professor Munsey invited Dr. Max Peet to see the bird collection at Bowling Green. Dr. Peet is a surpisingly a staff of the University of Michi-


great pleasures of the year. At the annual meeting of the Phratra Sorority was given by Dr. Williams at 11 a.m., discussing Pi Kappa Delta at the latter's field. Led by Harlan Kinney, who took four firsts and scored nineteen points, Baldwin-Wallace was "doped" a doubtful contest, upsetting the Falcon Tracksters last Saturday at the Big Four Field.
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KOLI DISCUSS

"Today's Crisis Between Capital and Labor is the most serious in the history of mankind, and I, Dr. C. C. Kohl, for the Westminster Club last Sunday evening for the Westminister Club, First Presbytery, Dr. C. C. Kohl, described the present-day crisis in the United States, according to Dr. Kohl, grows out of the fact that capital and labor are always at loggerheads. The test of strength is inevitable.

Whether the result will be for the benefit of either side remains to be seen. Laws alone are not enough; if we are to achieve the desired result for them "miss the heart of the issue." Only a recognition of the abnormal personality of both sides as revealed by Christian idealism can provide a peaceful solution.

BEDELL, SLATER START CHESSING

Editor's Note: A Chess Club has been organized recently by Mr. C. A. Bedell and Dr. Slater. They plan to meet every Monday at 7:00 o'clock. They are expecting to meet other groups in the near future.

While Chess is quite a warlike game, it is held by its backers and the librarians that it is sufficiently peaceful to harmonize with the rest of the student body. The club is so held as to suggest a name, not called it, "The Chestnut Club?"

The club consists of five or six students, each teacher has his own method of teaching the game. We are two students who have five classes and we honestly try to enjoy attending everyone of them. Each teaches in his own manner of teaching and his own personality. Perhaps we disagree occasionally, but that adds to the interest of the game. We have five or six classes and we honestly try to enjoy attending everyone of them. Each teacher has his own method of teaching the game. We are two students who have five or six classes and we honestly try to enjoy attending everyone of them.

Wesley

From the editorial entitled "Dissolutionist" last week we read the question "How many of your classes do you enjoy?" One of the students said, "I do not enjoy any of my classes." The answer was, "That is strange. I enjoyed them all last semester." These are among the important questions which we must ask ourselves, especially when we consider the fact that we pay for our education and have no choice in the matter.

DESMOND ICE CREAM
Ask about free ice cream bar

CORNER NEWS STAND

Romance To Be Topic

"Youth and the Age of Romance" will be the topic of a unit of five Music meetings here. The first of the series will be held on Wednesday evening for the Westminster Club, First Presbytery, Dr. C. A. Kohl, described the present-day crisis in the United States, according to Dr. Kohl, grows out of the fact that capital and labor are always at loggerheads. The test of strength is inevitable.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Wednesday, April 28—Senior Recital, 8 P. M. Thursday, April 29—The Constant Wife, 8:15 P. M.

Friday, April 30—Quill-Type Play, 8 P. M.

Saturday, May 1—Scholarship Play, 8 P. M.

The annual Music Festival of the Wood County High Schools will be held in the Min's Gym, May 2—3, on both morning and afternoon.

In the Saturday evening post for April 17th, there is an article by Christian Gace entitled "Life Begins at 40." He was referring to 40s, to the graduating college classes of 1940. Questionnaires in various colleges have been given to a student's chance to express his or her favorite teacher, subject, or activity. Mr. Gaas says he has been taken place. Five or six or seven years ago, Georgia Students was to win a varsity letter. Today, membership in an organization such as the Beta Kappa, Stanley points up in the mind of students.

Why cannot Bowling Green students prepare a questionnaire to discover the decision here?

The dance division of the Northwest section of Ohio is having its annual meeting at Toledo University on Friday, April 30th. Thirty girls will go with Miss Hamilton from here to take part in the meeting.

LAKE'S BARBER SHOP

Expert Beauty Work

Hair Cut—Finger Wave—Hair Permanents—

California Beauty Salon

PHONE 128

114 W. Main St.

Don't Miss That 6 o'clock—Just buy an alarm clock. SPECIAL

ROGERS BROS. Next to Cia-Clo

SHELL GAS STATION

On East Wooster Street

HAMBRUIGERS 10c and 15c

CHILI 5 and 10c

HAM 15c

BANANAS 10c

EGG 15c

ICE CREAM BAKED BREAD MILK CANNED GOODS BUTTER, pie 25c

CRACKERS 10c and 15c

CIGARETTES 10c

TIRES—New and Used TUBE—TIRE REPAIR—All kinds

GEO. ALDRICH

J. J. CURRY

OPTOMETRIST

 defeating Mr. and Miss Student?"

"Disillusionment" last week we quoted from Mr. J. J. Curry, the optometrist, who says: 'It were better for the student body if each one of us were two students who have five classes and we honestly try to enjoy attending everyone of them. Each teacher has his own method of teaching the game. We are two students who have five classes and we honestly try to enjoy attending everyone of them.

Wesley

Even the rain didn't keep us from having a most interesting meeting Sunday evening for the Wesley Foundation meeting under the leadership of Miss Louise Ault. This meeting was the Wesley Foundation meeting un-

"Youth and the Age of Romance" will be the topic of a unit of five Music meetings here. The first of the series will be held on Wednesday evening for the Westminster Club, First Presbytery, Dr. C. A. Kohl, described the present-day crisis in the United States, according to Dr. Kohl, grows out of the fact that capital and labor are always at loggerheads. The test of strength is inevitable.

Whether the result will be for the benefit of either side remains to be seen. Laws alone are not enough; if we are to achieve the desired result for them "miss the heart of the issue." Only a recognition of the abnormal personality of both sides as revealed by Christian idealism can provide a peaceful solution.

MARGUERITE RUPP, Genevieve Segrist, and Raymond Light. Mrs. Segrist, through Miss Margaret Branning, Discussin
discussions, which in this year have proved so popular, will be held.

Mary Cramer, Dorothy Nans
tell, Margaret Huribut, and Pauline Harrison recently con
discuss their winter's season pro-

Beautician

Experienced

Beauty Salon

FRANK T. COOK

ATTORNEY

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Many new books fill the shelves of the library. Many books and periodicals have been added to the collection of the library. This is a result of the cooperative effort of the students and faculty. The library is open from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. daily.
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Anachronistic Library...

The Old Librarians' Almanac expresses the following practice in library ideals: "Keep your Books behind stout Gratings and in no wise let any Person come at them to take them from the Shelf except you have. Have in mind the Counsel of Master Enoch Stedman (the Most Worthy Librarian) who says: 'I am willing to give verbal answer that the subscription is at present teaching tap dance to the fifth and sixth grades. Thirty or 40 students have been interested in the lesson in modern dance. Thirty or 40 students have been interested in the lesson in modern dance.

Dear Editor

PHI SIGMA MU

The National Convention of the Phi Mu Mu is to be held at Potsdam, New York, on May 7, 8 and 9.

Two representatives will be sent by the fraternity, Dorothy Gillette and Eseline Jones. Many others from the local chapter plan to attend.

This music fraternity initiation of five pledges on Wednesday, April 21. They were: Marjorie Shire, Dorothy Gillette, Margaret Babcock, Genevieve Segrist, and Raymond Light.

Margaret Horihurst, Junior in the Physical Education Department is at present teaching tap dancing to the fifth and sixth grades at the noon hour.

Wesley

From the editorial entitled "Dissolutionist" last week we read the question "How many of your classes do you enjoy at teddying Mr. and Miss Student?" This dissolutionist student believes that very few students enjoy any of their classes. We are two students who have five classes and we honestly try to enjoy attending everyone of them. Each teaches in his own manner of teaching and his own personality. Perhaps we disagree occasionally, but that adds to the interest of the game. We have five or six classes and we honestly try to enjoy attending everyone of them. Each teaches in his own manner of teaching and his own personality. Perhaps we disagree occasionally, but that adds to the interest of the game.

We have done so much "de- bunking" and "eradicating" about our library regulations (and rightfully so I think) that I wonder if we are on the subject of libraries and librarians. I do believe that those acquainted with the situation will be surprised to learn how much the library facilities are being used. We are two students who have five classes and we honestly try to enjoy attending everyone of them. Each teaches in his own manner of teaching and his own personality. Perhaps we disagree occasionally, but that adds to the interest of the game. We have five or six classes and we honestly try to enjoy attending everyone of them. Each teaches in his own manner of teaching and his own personality. Perhaps we disagree occasionally, but that adds to the interest of the game.

Margaret Horihurst, Junior in the Physical Education Department is at present teaching tap dancing to the fifth and sixth grades at the noon hour.

Wesley

Even the rain didn't keep us from having a most interesting meeting Sunday evening for the Wesley Foundation meeting under the leadership of Miss Louise Ault. This meeting was the fourth of the series on Race Relations and dealt with "Barriers to Race Progression."

New Sunday evening Mrs. William Taylor McKnights, of Toledo, will be with us. She will be at the College dining hall at a fitting close. Mrs. McKnight is well known in Bowling Green and we feel sure everyone will all want to hear her. This meeting will be a supper meeting at 5:30. We have sent special invitations to the other groups and are expecting a large crowd.
Valenca Lambert is one of the seniors graduating from this university this June and has been selected as a candidate for May Queen by the Seven Sister sorority. Many of those who are graduating have spent years in the university, but this year one remembers her name—"Les". as she is known to everyone, is a true natural blonde and her blue-green eyes are very slender, has a creamy complexion, and now is wearing a new and distinguished look.

During her four year "Les" has been very active on the campus. She belongs to Book and Motor, former Gold Mask society, Seven Sister Sorority, Sigma Tau Delta and Home Economics Club. Here’s to "Les" for May Queen this year.

Scoll Skrolls

We are busy with arrangements for our formal which takes place in three weeks. We already have word that a number of alumni will be planning to attend. We also have our house for next year (thank goodness). It’s the Foster house on N. Main St. We think it’s wonderful—take a look at it some time.

The Foster house on N. Main St. is our nominating for the Foster house on N. Main St. is our nominating for May Queen—one of our entering candidates. Our entering candidates, president of Inter Sorority Council and Foreign Language club, being a very successful and socially inclined, goes with Don Stevenson, a Five Brother, sings at functions upon request—was even earlier fives. Take a look and vote accordingly.

Five Flashes

Our Fremont alumnae chap- ter is sponsoring a formal Saturday evening. A lot of us hope to go—it is always a grand affair.

On the afternoon of Mother’s Day they are still planning a tea for our mothers. This custom was started last year and was so successful that we are repeating it. Mothers have just as good a time together as girls.

Bicycling has become a favor- ite sport for some of our mem- bers. See them any afternoon pedaling down Wooster street.

Next week: College Comen- tator; previews; persistent campus questions (answered by stu- dents through comments) little juicy bits; short poems; "puns" and mental coffee. Watch your step.

On Tuesday evening, May 4th the first year class in modern dances will give a demonstration of technique, studies and dances. If you wish to know what modern dance is all about you will be interested in seeing this demonstration at 7:30 p.m. in the H. C. A. auditorium.

Charm School

The Y. W. C. A. met last week in Shatzel Annex to be entertained and instructed by the first series of charm schools. An impressive candel service in the form of a beauty parlor from which helpful suggestions were given and illustrated by the proper grooming of the hair and the make up of the face. The remainder of the program took the form of a style show in which the correct dress during two days regular routine was demonstrated.

The Y. W. will hold its second and last series of charm schools this Thursday evening, April 29 at 8 o'clock in Shatzel An- nex. This school will take the form of a short play demonstrating correct etiquettes at formal luncheons, informal teas, and dances.

These Charm schools have been under the supervision of Miss Baird and Miss Burling.

The "Link"

The Elementary Teacher’s Club, the Kindergarten-Primary sponsored by Miss Neva West, and Miss Margaret Roth, also the Intermediate Teacher’s Club sponsored by Miss Elsie Lorenz and Miss Marvalene Day, have formed a joint committee consist- ing of Virginia Miller, Fran- ces Rohinson, chairman of the committee, Mildred Zeigler, Margaret Black, Alice Poling, Marion Winters, Betty Miller, Margaret Billings, president of the Kindergarten-Primary club, and Dorothy Rickett, president of the Intermediate Club. This committee has prepared a news article which they call "The Link" to be sent out to all of their members.

The time given by Father Hor- rigan, was very much appreci- ated by all members of the Y. M. C. A. who were present.

The bank of Wood County

MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

The Bank of Wood County

Have you tried

Do Your Motor Have Spring Fever?

All it needs is a dose of GULPFRID MORE

Baird’s Gulf Service Sta. 435 E. Wooster

Cla-Zel Theatre

IT’S T'EN TIME...

1936 Wright and Ditson

New Pennsylvania 454

1937 Wright and Ditson

All Reach Tennis Rackets $2.19 + $6

The drug store on the square

"The drug store on the square"

Sanitary Dry Cleaners

Accessories are Important in Spring Dress

Be sure yours are in tip top shape, clean- ed like new and ready for wear.

Dormitories

Williams

Last Wednesday night we served a formal birthday din- ner to nine girls born in April. They were Alice Kohlman, Gerd- ry Myers, Mildred Traner, Al- ly Badger, Marie Wyper, Jane Hydeman, Winifred Vogelphi, Ruth Stuckey and Helen Miller. Oh yes, we sang "Happy Birthday" to Mrs. Gotschalk, our new cook, too.

Doris Weinstein from Long Island, N. Y., was Rita Has- s’ek’s guest for the weekend. Other visitors during the last week-end included Glen Dun- ton of Arlington; Mr. and Mrs. Uber, Martha and Sylvia Uber of Lakewood, O.

Shatzel

Here we are again with all the news of the week.

Last week was a busy one for Shatzelites—wants, the con- cert, and two sorority formals. And what pretty corsettes fit the formal’s called forth!

Saturday noon the Bowling Green chapter of Associate Pro- fessor attended a luncheon here in Shatzel.

Kashyren Lewis has been ill at home visiting Willard. Hurry back, Katie, we miss you.

For the benefit of "Bills" and "Gobblers", we let you know ahead of us, so here’s our idea of hits that fit.

"Gobblers"

Walden Brent "the brightest thing!"

"Marxian Joseph"

"To Marvelous for Words!"—Our Mrs. Reynolds.

"I’ve Got My Love to Keep Me Warm!”—Mildred Wise

"Sweet Sue"—Sue Miller

"I Can’t Lose That Longing for You!"—Evelyn Stein

"Beautiful Lady in Blue!"—Walden Brent

"The Love-Bug Will Bite You!"—Mary Ella Fouts

"Sophisticated Lady!"—Donn Parker

Pipe Organ

The office of Bowling Green State University compiled the necessary documents for advertising for the new seats and pipe organ for the auditorium. These purchases are being made by contract, and advertising for four weeks is necessary. The contracts will be let in one month.

The University has succeeded in selling about 300 of the old auditorium seats and 600 re- main yet and if any reader of the News knows of a place for a sale of these seats, Dr. Williams would appreciate such information.

The Y. M. C. A. for its meet- ing on April 15 visited the Catholic Church. The boys were courteously conducted about by the priest, who explained the various rituals and also showed costumes that were used at different periods throughout the year.

The Commoner All-Campus picnic is only a short time away. Reports have it that this year’s picnic will excell all the good features of last year’s picnic. Perhaps the girls have been waiting a long time to wear their new picnic clothes.

It’s time to think of the summer...
Archers Enter Spring Tourney

Bowling Green did well in the Intercollegiate Tourney last spring. It had a better showing than in the previous years. The staff of the Blade, wel-
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The other guests of the eve-
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Final Spring Scrimmage Ends in Scoreless Tie

Wet Field Slow Game

Staff Members

Last Saturday two evenly matched teams fought to a scoreless tie

a very slow and tedious game and

The following staff members

Wet Field Slow Game

Dean Sharpa At Miami

Dean Maoi Sharp attended a conference of the Ohio As-

sociation of Deans of Women at Miami University, Oxford, O.,

Friday, Sunday, and Monday,

and 18. At this conference Dean Elizabeth

Hamilton, Miami University, spoke about a vital question of
today—'The High School Sen-

or Becomes the College Fresh-

man. So What?'

faced at guard, and Wodtke in cen-

ter were also outstanding. Steward at fullback was the

Mohler, fullback for the Or-

ange team showed up as a fine

stinger with plenty of drive.
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